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Fiction

A Beauty so Rare.  
Tamera Alexander

Queen Elizabeth's Daughter.  
Anne Clinard Barnhill

Above the East China Sea.  
Sarah Bird

Inside Madeleine.  
Paula Bomer

For Such a Time.  
Kate Breslin

The Eternal Wonder.  
Pearl S. Buck

Forgiving the Angel.  
Jay Cantor

Four Friends.  
Robyn Carr

Gemini.  
Carol Cassella

Butterfly Palace.  
Colleen Coble

Starter House.  
Sonja Condit

What I had before I had You.  
Sarah Cornwell

The Mapmaker's Daughter.  
Laurel Corona

Worst. Person. Ever...  
Douglas Coupland

The Opposite of Maybe.  
Maddie Dawson

Kicking the Sky.  
Anthony De Sa

Alice Close Your Eyes.  
Averil Dean

My Wish List.  
Gregoire Delacourt

Born of Persuasion.  
Jessica Dotta

American Craftsmen.  
Tom Doyle

On the Rocks.  
Erin Duffy

The Train to Warsaw.  
Gwen Edelman

Hope Springs.  
Sarah M. Eden

Longing for Home.  
Sarah M. Eden

Mr. Loverman.  
Bernardine Evaristo

Blowing on Dandelions.  
Miralee Ferrell

Wishing on Buttercups.  
Miralee Ferrell

A Replacement Life.  
Boris Fishman

Turn Left at Doheny.  
J.F. Freedman

Written in My Own Heart's Blood.  
Diana Gabaldon

A Paris Apartment.  
Michelle Gable

The Truth is a Cave in the Black Mountains.  
N. Gaiman

An Untamed State.  
Roxane Gay

The Sea House.  
Elisabeth Gifford

The White Lie.  
Andrea Gillies

Terms & Conditions.  
Robert Glancy

Vintage.  
Susan Gloss

The Steady Running of the Hour.  
Justin Go

The Blonde.  
Anna Godbersen

Desert Sundays.  
William T. Goodman

Sedition.  
Katharine Grant

Wynne's War.  
Aaron Gwyn

The Swiss Affair.  
Emylia Hall

One Perfect Spring.  
Irene Hannon

A Man Came out of a Door in the Mountain.  
A. Harun

The Last Magazine.  
Robin Lee Hatcher

A Promise Kept.  
Terry Hayes

I am Pilgrim.  
Emma Healey

Elizabeth is Missing.  
Patrick Hicks

The Commandant of Lubizec.  
Mary Hogan

Two Sisters.  
Harry Hunsicker

The Contractors.  
Stephen Hunter

Sniper's Honor.  
Lisa Jackson

Midnight Sun.  
Sadie Jones

Fallout.  
Elise Guska

The Blessings.  
Khaled Khalifa

In Praise of Hatred.  
Bob van Laerhoven

Baudelaire's Revenge.  
Jen Lancaster

Twisted Sisters.  
Robert Lautner

Road to Reckoning.  
Linda Francis Lee

The Glass Kitchen.  
Lora Leigh

Rule Breaker.  
Daniel Levine

Hyde.  
Deborah Levy

Black Vodka.  
Yiyun Li

Kinder than Solitude.  
Ellen Litman

Mannequin Girl.  
Laurie Loewenstein

Unmentionables.  
Sarah Lotz

The Three.  
Debbie Macomber

Country Bride.  
James Magnuson

Famous Writers I have Known.  
Marina Mander

The First True Lie.  
Erin Lindsay McCabe

I am Having so Much Fun here Without You.  
Sean Michaels

C. Maum

I Shall be Near to You.  
Marina Mander

Us Conductors.  
Sean Michaels

The Last Days of California.  
Nicole Mones

The Arsonist.  
R. N. Morris

Night in Shanghai.  
Walter Mosley

The Dark Palace.  
Antonya Nelson

Debbie doesn't do it Anymore.  
Andres Neuman

Funny Once.  
Celeste Ng

Talking to Ourselves.  
Howard Norman

Everything I Never Told You.  
Patrick O'Keeffe

Next Life Might be Kinder.  
Lauren Owen

The Visitors.  
Pia Padukone

The Quick.  

The American Mission.
The Poets' Wives.
Invisible.
The Bees.
The Red Room.
The Innocent Sleep.
Shadowed by Grace.
Bellweather Rhapsody.
The Rise & Fall of Great Powers.
The Crack.
No Country.
City of Jasmine.
The Memory Garden.
The Divorce Papers.
The Midnight Rose.
Fallen Beauty.
The Transcriptionist.
The Spinning Heart.
Runaway Saint.
The Kept.
When Love Calls.
Plaster City.
Starting Over.
Lost for Words.
An Inquiry into Love and Death.
Empress of the Night.
That Night.
Moving Day.
The Hunger and the Howling of Killian Lone.
Nantucket Sisters.
Take this Cup.
The Land of Steady Habits.
Secrecy.
Saint Monkey.
Dog Gone, Back Soon.
The Free.
The Moon Sisters.
All Fall Down.
The Promise.
Return to Tradd Street.
The Pelican Bride.
Before We Met.
October.
This is not an Accident.
Wildwood Creek.
Chop Chop.
The Man with the Compound Eyes.
Deeper.
Last Train to Paris.
Decompression.

Mystery

The Fever.
Kilmoon.
Death Come Quickly.
The Ghost Runner.
Dogstar Rising.
Love Story, with Murders.
Deadliest of Sins.
MURDER IN PIGALLE.
Distortion.
Shadows of the Past.
Muzzled.
The Strangling on the Stage.
Murder in the Afternoon.
A Medal for Murder.
A Rescue for a Queen.
Southern Heat.
Jamaica Plain.
Child's Play.
MURDER SIMPLY BREWED.
The Hollow Girl.
The Axe Factor.
Blood always Tells.
Under Cold Stone.
The Last Dead Girl.
Top Secret Twenty-One.
Terminal City.
Wrecked.
Limbo.
Don’t Ever Look Back.
The Silkworm.
Phantom Instinct.
The Baklava Club.
Brotherhood of Fear.
Hard Going.
Castle Rock.
Moving Target.
The King's Hounds.
Oathbreaker.
Baptism.
The Dog Killer of Utica.
Red Devil 4.
Critical Damage.
Evil in the 1st House.
The Long Shadow.
MURDER at the Breakers.
Precious Thing.
We are Called to Rise.
In the Morning I’ll be Gone.
The Murder Code.
I Love You More.

Megan Abbott
Lisa Alber
Susan Wittig Albert
Parker Bilal
Parker Bilal
Harry Bingham
Sallie Bissell
Cara Black
Terri Blackstock
Patricia Bradley
Eileen Brady
Simon Brett
Frances Brody
Frances Brody
Fiona Buckley
David Burnsworth
Colin Campbell
Maureen Carter
Vannetta Chapman
Reed Farrel Coleman
Colin Cotterill
Hilary Davidson
Vicky Delany
Harry Dolan
Janet Evanovich
Linda Fairstein
Tricia Fields
Esther Figueroa
Daniel Friedman
Robert Galbraith
Meg Gardiner
Jason Goodwin
Paul Grossman
Cynthia Harrod-Eagles
Carolyn Hart
J.A. Jance
Martin Jensen
Martin Jensen
Max Kinnings
Frank Lentricchia
Eric C. Leuthardt
Robert K. Lewis
Mitchell Scott Lewis
Liza Marklund
Alyssa Maxwell
Colette McBeth
Laura McBride
Adrian McKinty
Steve Mosby
Jennifer Murphy
### Science Fiction

- *The Goblin Emperor.* Katherine Addison
- *Honor's Knight.* Rachel Bach
- *The Boost.* Stephen Baker
- *Dark Eden.* Chris Beckett
- *Skin Game.* Jim Butcher
- *The Girl in the Road.* Monica Byrne
- *Thief's Magic.* Trudi Canavan
- *The Burning Dark.* Adam Christopher
- *Conquest.* John Connolly
- *Unwrapped Sky.* Rjurik Davidson
- *Suffer the Children.* Craig DiLouie
- *The Pilgrims.* Will Elliott
- *The Revisions.* Felix Gilman
- *A Shiver of Light.* Laurell K. Hamilton
- *Shattered.* Kevin Hearne
- *The Mist-Torn Witches.* Barb Hendee
- *Blood Red.* Mercedes Lackey
- *Ghost Train to New Orleans.* Mur Lafferty
- *The Silkworm.* Glenda Larke
- *Andrew's Brain.* Tim Lebbon
- *Conquest.* Stephen Leigh
- *Mr. Mercedes.* Ari Marmell
- *Mundy's Law.* Brian McClellan
- *The City.* Dennis L. McKiernan
- *The Possibilities.* Terry Pratchett
- *The Hurricane Sisters.* Daniel Price
- *Mr. Mercedes.* Christopher Priest
- *The Last Kind Words Saloon.* Kieran Shea
- *The Tombs.* James Smythe
- *The Silkworm.* Jon Sprunk
- *The Possibilities.* Michael J. Sullivan
- *The City.* Kathleen Tierney
- *Resistant.* Jo Walton
- *The Red Room.* Chris Wooding
- *Hunted.*
- *The Smoke at Dawn.*

### Western

- *Afterparty.* Brad Parks
- *The Poacher's Daughter.* Leif GW Persson
- *Murder at Cape Three Points.* Kwei Quartey
- *Bone Dust White.* Steven Rigolosi
- *She's Leaving Home.* Karin Salvalaggio
- *Death Stalks Door County.* William Shaw
- *Cop Town.* Patricia Skalka
- *Safe Keeping.* Jan Merete Weiss
- *I, Identity.* Ingrid Thoft
- *Quiet Streets of Winslow.* Judy Troy
- *The Death of Lucy Kyte.* Nicola Upson
- *The Resistance Man.* Marco Vichi
- *A Few Drops of Blood.* Martin Walker
- *Death and the Olive Grove.*

### Nonfiction

- *070.4 Hell before Breakfast.* Daryl Gregory
- *Eastern.* Michael Zimmer
- *Large Type.*
- *153.43 Think Like a Freak.* Steven D. Levitt
- *338.542 Stress Test.* Timothy F. Geithner
- *359.984 No Easy Day.* Mark Owen
- *940.53 The Girls of Atomic City.* D. Kiernan
- *BIO LEE Clouds of Glory.* Michael Korda
- *Maya's Notebook.* Isabel Allende
- *Cell.* Robin Cook
- *Ghost Ship.* Clive Cussler
- *The Tombs.* Clive Cussler
- *For all Time.* Jude Deveraux
- *Top Secret Twenty-One.* E.L. Doctorow
- *Z.* Janet Evanovich
- *The Hurricane Sisters.* Therese Anne Fowler
- *The Silkworm.* Dorothea B. Frank
- *The Possibilities.* Robert Galbraith
- *Mr. Mercedes.* Kauai Hart Hemmings
- *The City.* Stephen King
- *Mundy's Law.* Dean Koontz
- *The Last Kind Words Saloon.* Monty McCord
- *The Possibilities.* L. McMurdie
- *Resistant.* David Morrell
- *Invisible.* Jason Mott
- *The Accident.* Michael Palmer
- *The Red Room.* James Patterson
- *Hunted.* Chris Pavone
- *Moment in Time.* Ridley Pearson
- *The Smoke at Dawn.* Tracie Peterson
- *China Dolls.* Karen Robards
- *The Trickster's Hat.* Lisa See
- *You are Now Less Dumb.* Jeff Shaara
- *Nonfiction.*
- *070.4 Hell before Breakfast.* Robert H. Patton
- *Special Heart.* Bret Baier
- *070.4092 Special Heart.* Peter McGraw
- *The Humor Code.* Scott Weems
- *Ha!* Nick Bantock
- *The Trickster's Hat.* Steven D. Levitt
- *Think Like a Freak.* David McRaney
- *You are Now Less Dumb.*
**CD (Book)**

338.7 Sons of Wichita.  
   Daniel Schulman

BIO CLINTON Hard Choices.  
   Hillary Rodham Clinton  Barbara Taylor Bradford
   Cavendon Hall.  
   Clive Cussler
   The Bootlegger.  
   Robert Galbraith
   The Silkworm.  
   David Ignatius
   The Director.  
   Stephen King
   Mr. Mercedes.  
   James Patterson
   11th Hour.  
   James Patterson
   Private.  
   10th Anniversary.  
   James Patterson
   Power Play.  
   Danielle Steel
   Angelopolis.

**CD (Music)**

COUNTRY Just as I Am.  
   Brantley Gilbert
COUNTRY Platinum.  
   Miranda Lambert

POP/ROCK Ghost Stories.  
   Coldplay

**DVD**

333.79 Nova. Power Surge.  
523.1 The Universe.

599.73 Wolves.

613 Yogawoman.

909.04924 The Story of the Jews.
948.022 Vikings.
959.6042 The Missing Picture.
973 The Civil War.
Aftermath.
Being There.
Braquo.
The Bridge.
Byzantium.
Cafe de Flore.
Child's Pose.
Death in Paradise.
Delicatessen.
The Edge.
Enemy.
Friends.
The Grand Budapest Hotel.
Hopscotch.
The Invention of Lying.
Joe.
Little Fish.
Lone Survivor.
The Longest Day.
Masters of Sex.
The Mentalist.
Mr. Nobody.
Mr. & Mrs. Murder.
The Other Guys.
Pusher Trilogy.
Son of God.
The Tempest.
Therese.
30 Rock.
True Detective.
The Way Back.
Wolfblood.